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0800 80 72468

PRODUCT SMS RUBBER PAINT (TWO POT SYSTEM)
Description SMS A & B is a two pot system, designed for a flexible coating on special rubber surfaces,
both interior and exterior and under water.
Uses For High traffic Butynol & Butyclad Roofing systems, Concrete swimming pools, Garage
Floors that are subject to oil, petrol etc. Motor Home renovation and in situations where
high elastomeric qualities are required..
Appearance Gloss

Durability
Colour Range
Heat Resistance
Application

Suitable for high traffic areas.
White Black Blue or Tinted
Up to 120°C

1. Broom or Brush. Recommend first coat to be brushed.
2. Mix A with B at a ratio of 2:1. Stir together.
**Important: When mixed a chemical reaction starts that cannot be stopped.
The mixed pot life is approx. 3 hours.
3. For floors, Decks and Roof’s
Recoat 2nd coat to be applied after 24 hours and no later than 36 hours. If the first coat
is left longer it will dry so the second coat will delaminate.
Coverage 10m2 per litre
Coating Format 2- 3 coats

Dry Time 3-4 Hours.
Thinner SMS C
Clean Up SMS C: to prolong the life of the brushes and other equipment, clean immediately after use
with SMS C
Colour Range Pastel and Deep Tones
Container Sizes 1 Litre and 4 Litre

Surface Preparation 1. As with any product, proper surface preparations is essential for successful application.
We emphasise cleanliness on old and new surfaces before paint application, as this is
very important to ensure good bonding and lasting quality.
2. Dirt and Grime. Wash and scrub with water. Wash again.Leave to dry.
3. Oily Substances. Clean by rubbing with Enviropaints Special Solvent SMS-C. Allow to dry
- you should see a dullness on the rubber if cleaned properly.
Caution: Do not use any degreasing agents, waxes or detergents to clean surface before
painting
Flash Point Flammable
Risk Mitigation 1. No protective clothing necessary but good ventilation required.
2. Avoid excessive inhalation of vapour.
Our Suggestions Do not start the job until you have planned it.

***Special note: 500ml tin must be added to 1L Part B prior to mixing with Part A
In the interest of personal safety NZ Paint Co. Ltd recommend all paint products be stored securely away from children.NZ Paint CO. Ltd cares about
the environment and our valued customers, if you have any questions on the product you are using from application to disposal or require Material
Safety Handling information, please contact NZ Paint Co. free phone (0800) 80 PAINT (72468).
THE information stated on this Data Sheet, to the best of our knowledge is true and accurate. Any recommendations or suggestions are given in good
faith but without guarantee since conditions of use and application are beyond NZ Paint Co. Ltd control. Some guarantees may apply by law.
www.nzpaint.co.nz

